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< p > shoes as the name implies, Adidas Crazylight series since the birth of we always bring some crazy surprise, from early
lightweight leap to become the lightest basketball shoes, Crazylight series since last year bring us different breakthrough, in one fell
swoop become boost technology for the first time using in the field of basketball shoes shoes, for basketball players of great energy
feedback, agile response and comfort, and Crazylight the boost in 2015, and adidas has developed mature Primeknit comfortable
elements, two high-end technology through the combination from the evolution of basketball shoes last year evolution this year boost
basketball shoes self transcendence. < br / > now expects Adidas Crazylight boost 2015 in Taiwan 6-7 months will debut four double
low cylinder version with two pairs of in cylinder version, which contains the aforementioned Lin low cylinder version of the Lakers'
color and Rubio in cylinder version of the wolf color, in addition to experience science and technology of the new generation on the
pitch can bring a lot of help, and upper Primeknit will bring unprecedented delicate upper with rich color. < p > in order to enable
Primeknit vamp softness and comfort of wearing also appears in the basketball shoes, Adidas will heel equipped with TPU coated
structure to provide support and the shoes band extending to the upper medial and adjust the shoelace can be the feet firmly fixed in
the shoes, low cylinder version through the tongue camp and a shoe body style to create more docile wearing feeling and in the ankle
by traditional composite vamp and retain outstanding range of activities also take into account the overall strength of the good,
behind the simple design has many careful consideration. < p > compared to last year's version, heels boost incremental 13% and
adjust the density higher than jogging shoes, bring shock-absorbing effect also can have a sense of basketball requires the reactivity
and stability, static to start boost can let the foot point of application to increase explosive force, landing and were collapsing, fully
absorb the impact force and rapid restorable, brought an immediate response sense. < p > into the playoffs like Mike Conley and
other players are put on the Crazylight boost 2015 in cylinder version, with low cylinder is one of the most remarkable difference lies
in shoes collar sticky buckle belt, can in the fierce competition in the game so that players can have the most robust play, maintain the
vamp and sole advantage and provide more protection and support system, and sticky buckle belt with Velcro design can be
adjusted, and the Adidas TECHFIT elastic material, bring your feet comfortable paste sense of. < p > in addition to the sticky buckle
belt, Crazylight boost 2015 in the plate cylinder through ankle full filled to provide more adequate protection, lateral uplift can protect
the ankle bones in violent physical collisions reduce the chances of being hit. >
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